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For registration send e-mail to: turid.bakkevoll@unn.no before 13 June 2011
Session I

08:15  Registration/Coffee

08:30  Welcome and introduction
       Ganesh Acharya

08:45 - 09:15  Indication for and Scope of fetal heart scanning
                 Nick Archer

09:15 – 09:45  Normal fetal heart scanning
                 Nicky Manning

09:45 – 10:15  Guide to presentation of cardiac disease in the newborn
                 Nick Archer

10:15 – 10:30  Break

10:30 – 11:00  Common cardiac malformations: case presentations
                 Nicky Manning/Nick Archer

11:30-12:00   Fetal tachy- and bradyarrhythmias
                 Nick Archer

12:00 – 12:30  Fetal aortic valvuloplasty: Oxford experience
                 Nicky Manning

12:30 – 13:00  Fetal cardiac tumours
                 Nick Archer

13:00-13:45  Lunch Break
Session II

13:45 – 14:30  Complex cardiac malformations: case presentations  
_Nicky Manning/Nick Archer_

14:30 - 15:00  Twins – Fetal cardiac physiology and pathology  
_Nicky Manning_

15:00 -15:15  **Break**

15:15:15:45  Advances in neonatal Cardiology  
_Nick Archer_

15:45 -16:15  Maternal indometacin –fetal cardiac implications  
_Nicky Manning_

16:15 – 16:30  Evaluation and End  
_Ganesh Acharya_